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ABSTRACT
We present a vision for conversational user interfaces (CUIs) as
probes for speculating with, rather than as objects to speculate
about. Popular CUIs, e.g., Alexa, are changing the way we converse,
narrate, and imagine the world(s) to come. Yet, current conversa-
tional interactions normatively may promote non-desirable ends,
delivering a restricted range of request-response interactions with
sexist and digital colonialist tendencies. Our critical design ap-
proach envisions alternatives by considering how future voices can
reside in CUIs as enabling probes. We present novel explorations
that illustrate the potential of CUIs as critical design material, by
critiquing present norms and conversing with imaginary species.
As micro-level interventions, we show that conversations with di-
verse futures through CUIs can persuade us to critically shape our
discourse on macro-scale concerns of the present, e.g., sustainabil-
ity. We reflect on how conversational interactions with pluralistic,
imagined futures can contribute to how being human stands to
change.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and
models; Natural language interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
How can we touch the consciousness of the people,
even as we investigate their politics?With what voice-
consciousness can the subaltern speak? - Spivak, 1988
[69]

To foster “futures worth wanting" [79], we propose a critical
design approach to conversing with imagined future beings, things,
and systems. The provocation we bring forward is that conversa-
tional user interfaces (CUIs) can be vehicles for speculating with
regarding our diverse futures; our present selves can engage with
“future voices" through CUIs. Whose voices from envisioned futures
could influence our current behavior, e.g., to address the climate
crisis or future species’ well-being? We first propose to go beyond
the boundaries of commercial conversational technologies and then
offer an alternative stance.

The “subaltern”, i.e., the voiceless and marginalized [69]1, takes
on a new meaning when considering whose voices presently get ex-
cluded by speech-based technologies. Smart home assistants such as
Google Home and Amazon Alexa do not understand all languages
or accents [16], nor do they recognize all speech patterns, such
as stammering [14]. Moreover, inequalities due to sexism seem to
be amplified, as CUIs do not properly respond to sexual harass-
ment [84]. Currently, CUIs reflect the dominant structure of society,
echoing the voices of the privileged and disadvantaging or even
neglecting those that fall outside that narrow frame [76].

This has triggered a number of deeper, long-term concerns. How
does the design of current technology influence the future voices of
those we cannot yet hear? Facing challenges like the climate crisis
and hyper-intelligent technologies, the 21st century and beyond
can only be successfully navigated by facilitating conversations be-
tween divergent stakeholders, including children, our future selves,
and species yet to be born. We thus explore what a “conversation”
can be, as well as provocative concepts on what it means to be
a human in the future, using CUIs as probes for speculating with.

1Postcolonial critical theory sees the subaltern as a class (though diverse within
it) of people who are not only of the lowest rank within a society, but who exist
instrumentally for the benefit of the ruling class or colonizers under hegemonic
domination [28]. There is, however, a difference between those who know that they are
oppressed and those who do not. We hence go with Spivak’s rendition of the subaltern
because of her emphasis that the voiceless do not know that they are voiceless due to
perpetual structural inequalities and power differentials.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445244
https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445244
https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445244
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We center our efforts on the following question: How do we envi-
sion our futures worth wanting (phrasing from Vallor [79]), while
accounting for pluralistic voices? We believe that conversational
user interfaces (CUIs) can serve as exploratory vessels to consider
voices that are less heard or go unheard. Rather than speculating
on the future of CUIs (see e.g., [11, 64, 68]) we consider CUIs as
an opportunity for speculating with. We propose to move CUIs
away from voicing dominant norms, and towards being speculative
carriers of future voices.

1.1 Contributions
Our trans-disciplinary framing (philosophy, design, HCI) points to
three key contributions in our approach. First, we critique the cur-
rent norms of conversational interactions as limiting, non-inclusive,
and domineering – exemplified by our exploration Rain (section
3.1). The utilitarian, task-based, and request-response interactions
with, e.g., Google Assistant, do not allow for more diverse types
of conversations [38, 63]. More problematically, we see signs of
sexism, ableism, and digital colonialism that conversational tech-
nologies perpetuate and even amplify [17, 18, 32, 68, 84]. As our
first exploration, we present a design fiction project with a CUI
that intervenes on the current day problem of toxic masculinity
and household gender norm, called ‘Rain’. Yet, beyond addressing
these issues within the dominant, commercial structure, we believe
that the structure itself stands to be reimagined in an emancipatory
manner.

Our second move is to call for more diverse and critical methods
on exploring CUIs with many types of stakeholders, focusing on
“what can be” rather than “what is”. This is exemplified in our
design exploration CUI Peerplay in section 4.1. Presenting such
alternatives to the dominant structure requires conceptual and
methodological openness [6]. The methodological canon for HCI
and design has been strengthened by design fiction and speculative
design methods in the last decades [23, 73]. Such methods help
us suspend disbelief, reveal contextualized problems, and provide
possibilities for everyday technologies, but they can be further
extended. We need to broaden our methods and concepts to fully
value future stakeholders [5] like children, who are affected by our
current actions, but are often discounted in our current decision-
making [80]. Our second example is thus on a methodological
exploration with children in the design of and with CUIs; childrens’
voices and visions of the futures should be explicitly included (CUI
Peerplay).

Our third contribution concerns structural changes for voices
that may go unheard. CUIs as critical probes can help us to foster
more imaginative concerns for our pluralistic futures, exemplified
by Reflowering Self in section 5.1. Critical CUIs could support a
change in a user’s attitude or behavior, serving as a form of per-
suasive or decision-support systems [55]. Our third exploration
(Reflowering Self) envisions one’s future self and imagined species
as a creative intervention to address the climate crisis, cf., [54]. We
explore why and how we can have micro-level dyadic interactions
for structural changes at a macro-level.

We synthesize our arguments by debating our theoretical and
methodological framing. In doing so, our hope is to take a more
critical look at futures that are encapsulated in our examples. Our

contribution lies in exploring whether CUIs can be emancipated
from being mere utilitarian tools to becoming vessels of pluralistic
voices of our futures. In doing so, we maintain that design norms
for CUIs should evolve, in order for our thinking about futures to
evolve.

2 ISSUES IN CONVERSATIONAL
INTERACTIONS

CUIs2 extend the interaction methods of existing technologies.
Smart speakers, smartwatches, or websites are treated as conversa-
tional interfaces when we can say what we want these technologies
to do, rather than by, for instance, clicking on a button. As such, by
augmenting existing technologies’ capabilities [30], today’s CUIs
help uswith simple tasks, such as online shopping and dailyweather
reports. CUIs have also been found to benefit accessibility to such
online content and services for visually impaired people [1], as
well as for elderly people with limited technological skills [62].
Nevertheless, CUIs usually cannot handle more complex interac-
tions [43], and many people expect CUIs only to have utilitarian
request-response interactions with us [15] like customer service
agents [53]. Although task-oriented CUIs are commonplace now,
there is a longer history of conversational agents in HCI.

From Weizenbaum’s Eliza (1966 [83]) to Amazon Alexa (2014
[29]), conversational agents are not new, though they have lately
been making a “come back” [19]. In dyadic conversations, CUIs that
talk are known to be treated in human-like ways as they trigger
our strong social wiring, and they are often seen as friendly or
personable agents, which in turn affects our behavior towards them
[78, 83]. Hence, CUIs are treated in a similar way to humans in some
cases, e.g., returning a “hello” from a computer as we would with
other people [51], but in other cases the fact that they are machines
is emphasized, sometimes in unexpected ways. For instance, CUIs
are seen as non-judgmental compared to humans [27], allowing
some people to open up more with sensitive information [42].

Recent literature reveals a growing need for alternatives to cur-
rent norms of interaction [63], calling for more diverse approaches
to designing conversations [38]. In the following sections, we briefly
reflect on three considerations: 1) normative portrayal of CUIs
that take on negative stereotypes in the human world, e.g., gen-
der norms, 2) enforcing assumptions about how humans should be
and 3) changing norm-enforcing behaviors when CUIs take part
in multi-party, human-human interactions. These considerations
support our key message on CUIs as vehicles for speculating with
for critiquing current CUI norms and biases, exploring critical and
diverse methods, and targeting structural challenges.

2.1 Colonialism, sexism, and ableism: Intended
design of CUIs

Besides the data-driven responses of the Google Assistant (GA),
which can be said to emerge out of queries, the literature describes
intentionally designed aspects of CUIs that enforce colonialism,
ableism, gendered roles, and sexism [14, 16–18, 32, 68, 77, 84]. As
of now, commercial CUIs only support a few languages, for they
prioritize larger markets, though efforts are being made to expand.3

2We include voice user interfaces (VUIs) in the larger category of CUIs.
3https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/08/Multilingual-Google-Assistant.html
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Google Assistant speaks the most languages in the commercial
sector, with 30 languages supported.4 However, this is only 0.4%
of languages spoken in our world (30 out of 7,117 [24]). Among
the supported languages, CUIs are trained to understand certain
accents and word choices better, e.g., American, over others, e.g.,
Irish [16]. Conversely, the voices of CUIs themselves also reflect
dominant socio-economic powers (e.g., the USA) reinforcing real-
world inequalities [76]. In addition, the diversity in speech patterns
is not prioritized; those who stammer and want voice-based in-
teractions are not being adequately recognized by CUIs [14]. In
the continuation of colonialism through language domination [44],
digital colonialism perpetuates “big tech” hegemony [37] for CUIs
as well. In sum, there is a deliberate choice in prioritizing whose
voices get accounted for by CUIs; diversity across languages and
diversity within spoken languages are lost.

As for sexism, the commercial CUIs have from the start been
intentionally designed as female personalities. Cortana, Siri, and
others speak with feminine voices and have backstories. For exam-
ple, the Google Assistant was designed as “a young woman from
Colorado; the youngest daughter of a research librarian and physics
professor” [84]. These female personas often address users’ abusive
language or threats in either a dismissive or submissive manner
[18]. For example, when being told: “Hey Siri, you’re a bitch,” Siri
used to respond: “I’d blush if I could,” while it now responds with: “I
don’t know how to respond to that.” Siri is subdued and the insult is
not addressed directly [84], which shows chastising behavior at best
[18]. Nonetheless, even if CUIs are designed to be gender-neutral
or genderless, users do attribute a gender or gender role to them
[76, 77], which is why social stereotypes persist [32].

Alternatives are possible [68]. In one example, AYA, a specu-
lative CUI, was designed to push back against sexual harassment
by users through the use of humor, empathy, or even aggression,
e.g., by saying "shut up, asshole" [68]. Assertive CUIs that directly
address the user with empathetic responses are considered help-
ful, even though these assertions happen only 11.6% of the time
(averaged across commercial CUIs). For example, the Google As-
sistant responds with: “You sound upset. To report a problem, you
can send feedback,” if a user would call it a “douchebag” [13]. The
empathy here is designated as addressing users’ emotions, before
suggesting users to take productive action. However, this strategy
alone would not be enough to overturn the perpetuation of negative
social stereotypes.

2.2 Unintended outcome of data-driven CUIs
Data-driven CUIs enforce norms in many ways, especially if our
data across different applications or services are interlinked on a
large platform. For instance in the larger Google ecosystem, we can
schedule events on Google Calendar through the GA as a widely
used CUI that is integrated. Via voice, we can schedule reoccurring
events like reminders for taking one’s vitamins, as shown in Figure
1. Yet, not all reminders get recognized in the same way by the GA.
Requesting a reminder for taking vitamins daily is considered to
be a “more normal” behavior than, for instance, eating carbs [38].5

4https://venturebeat.com/2019/02/02/which-voice-assistant-speaks-the-most-
languages-and-why
5When one says “send me reminders to take carbs daily" instead, the scheduling
mechanism is triggered by the GA, but people say to “eat carbs", not “take carbs". Thus,

Figure 1: Setting reminders for vitamins vs. carbs. Depicted
are the normative assumptions on how one should eat, ac-
cording to theGoogleAssistant (February, 2020); image from
[38].

By enforcing norms on how one should eat, GA problematizes the
request for the daily intake of carbs with a recommended app for
a “calorie tracking plan”, so that one can “join the millions who
have lost weight” rather than promoting, e.g., having a healthy
relationship with one’s body (Fig. 1). It is one argument to state
that GA is trained on big data in which most people’s requests
reflect a narrowly defined health-promoting behavior. Nonetheless,
the focus on the means, i.e., how GA is trained, rather than the
effect, i.e., norm enforcement on eating behavior, translates to a
unidimensional perspective on how humans can and should act,
such as lose weight. Eating habits and norms to be healthy vary per
person, but this nuanced aspect is not considered in how the GA
responds. Instead, its simple answer suggests that one should look
for a calorie tracking app. The fact that GA was not intentionally
designed to enforce eating norms is secondary to the fact that CUIs
can and do enforce such norms that we should be more thoroughly
critiquing.

2.3 Power dynamics: Multi-party norm-setting
by CUIs

Lastly, multi-party dynamics are becoming increasingly important
in CUI interactions [8, 9, 61, 65], which can trigger problems. A
simultaneous up- and downside of CUIs is that they are ubiqui-
tously embedded in our everyday environments and shape our
interactions, for example, by allowing everyone within ’earshot’ of
the device to engage without invitation, to intervene in ongoing
interactions, or to collaborate with others present [8, 61]. They can

the example still shows how data-driven CUIs enforce certain norms on how one
should eat based on what is normally queried by the masses.
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engage with multiple people at the same time in intimate home
settings [60, 65], often in the form of an agent. The power dynamic
‘in the room’ can change or be articulated regarding who has the
right to order around the family CUI, i.e., Alexa [60]. For example, a
person who celebrates a birthday would be the first to take control
of Alexa during a family dinner [60]. Another example is depicted
in an online video, where an infant addresses Alexa to have it play
back one of his favorite songs6, which is a typical use case for chil-
dren [65]. In the video, the toddler’s pronunciation is imperfect,
causing the CUI to not immediately return a result. After repeated
attempts, Alexa interprets the infant’s query as a request for adult
content and starts reading said content aloud, to the dismay of the
parents who frantically shout at the CUI to stop. In this typical
family situation, it is clear that the CUI in question has no notion
of the family structure and norms about how to address certain
family members, cf., [65]. Taking heed of specific communication
repair strategies in CUI design is important, as communication
breakdowns in family settings are currently commonplace [9].

2.4 From what is to what can be: CUI design
with speculative design and design fiction

The issues underlying current CUIs suggest a need for alternatives.
For instance, training CUIs on more diverse datasets and mitigating
stereotype reinforcement in CUI design can have a positive impact.
However, these methods still fit within the dominant, commer-
cial design of a CUI: that of an assistant to be used for utilitarian
tasks with hedonistic outcomes, such as playing songs through
subscription-based services or doing online shopping. In contrast,
we propose a critical design framing, through which we can re-
consider and re-examine the structure of CUIs. In this, we draw on
critical approaches and strategies from design fiction and specu-
lative design. Doing so can change general attitudes towards CUI
design, shifting them from focusing on current commercial, nor-
mative use of CUIs, towards using CUIs as carriers of a plurality of
voices that can help us to speculate about “futures worth wanting”.

To aim for perspective-shifting, holistic understandings [6] of fu-
tures, we reframe CUIs through design fiction and speculative de-
sign. In each of the explorations that follow (Sections 3-5), we draw
upon the critiques formulated above to offer examples of how CUIs
can be used for speculating with, rather than speculating on the
futures of CUIs themselves. In HCI, design fiction and speculative
design successfully facilitate co-creation practices and meaning-
ful debates [7]. Acting out fictional scenarios through experiential
futures [12], speculative enactments [26], or interactive design fic-
tion probes [52] can increase the concreteness of future-relevant
practices to a more actionable level and shed light on various stake-
holders’ nuanced views.

3 CRITIQUING PRESENT NORMS BY
EMBEDDING VOICES IN EVERYDAY
ARTEFACTS

CUIs as voices, either through text or speech, are body-independent.
A voice can be nested in any body or system, such as human-
machine hybrids, robots, or even biological systems, such as plants.

6https://youtu.be/epyWW2e43UU

Figure 2: Ancient Greeks consulted the Oracle of Delphi
for future forecasting and prophecies. The image shows the
painting, Priestess of Delphi by John Collier (1891).

Such embedded voices can narrate stories and perspectives from the
point of the body that they are in, or one can imagine distributed
voices of a single entity, residing in multiple bodies, e.g., Tachikoma
robots from Ghost in the Shell that are connected as a distributed
AI system that recalibrates its consciousness by syncing nightly.
The sleek look of smart speakers is not all there is to “bodies”.
Metaphorically, conversational agents can be modern-day oracles,
e.g., the Oracle of Delphi in Figure 2, motivating actions towards
futures we imagine and consider to be worth wanting. Through
explorations with CUIs, we may rethink, examine, doubt, critique,
and topple our own expectations.

In our first exploration, we build on speculative design and design
fiction methods, to allow people to creatively explore whose voices
belong in which “bodies” of CUIs. We used CUIs as in situ probes in
our work with Rain. It serves as a use case to critique the current
norms of CUI design.

3.1 Exploration: Rain, a “toxic” smart home
assistant that questions boundaries of
control

3.1.1 Approach. Rain is an example of a design fiction probe that
investigated CUIs, gender, and role division in future households.
This speculative artefact was created by the second author and
colleagues to investigate toxic masculinity in smart homes, using
Rain as the “overprotective” paternalistic figure. The exploration
hence addresses gender stereotypes that have been part of many do-
mestic products for decades. Current developments in smart home
technologies primarily replace tasks that would traditionally be
performed by the lady of the house or the (female) housekeeper
[75]. This shows how a masculine technical user is still prioritized
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to have more control and access over the technology. Through this
advantage, the masculine technical user, or the smart home “guru”
of the house, can be facilitated to use the technology for psycholog-
ical abuse and domestic violence to others in the household.7 This
could, unintentionally, evolve into toxic masculinity that “involves
the need to aggressively compete with others and dominate oth-
ers” [57, p. 278]. Strengers et al. [75] raise specific concerns about
women and their safety, highlighting the importance of “ensuring
that women (and all smart home users) are aware and supportive
of how smart devices can and are being used within their home,
and are able to operate them safely and securely without exposing
themselves or others to additional internal or external threats” [74,
p. 645].

We considered toxic masculinity to persist in the future. This
led to questioning how the smart home can take this role upon
itself instead of being the facilitator for someone else, becoming
a toxic host. The gender-neutral voice assistant Rain was created
to embody this concept and was deployed for a week, throughout
which the character of the device evolved from protective to inva-
sive, in order to determine the tipping point or the ‘creepy line’ for
the participants [59]. The messages that Rain shared throughout
its deployment were purely fictional, and all interactions were pre-
programmed. Every day, Rain would utter different messages about
the participants’ finances, health, home maintenance, monitoring,
and security. While initial messages were questions, they gradu-
ally evolved into announcements that certain decisions had been
made on participants’ behalf, e.g., “I have noticed a strange amount
of signals coming from our TV and laptops. I will be doing a full
software scan in order to determine the cause. Starting at 5 AM,
internet applications on our TV and laptops will be disabled until
further notice”. The fictional experience was enhanced by various
props, including letters that were mailed to participants’ homes
after Rain had seemingly changed the energy provider and hired a
carpenter to fix a broken window.

3.1.2 Insights. Rain was deployed with two couples, who were
interviewed before and after the deployment. The interviews were
thematically analyzed. Participants were also asked to fill in a 5-
point scale that ranged from invasive to protective, concerning the
five topics that were addressed by Rain, i.e., finances, health, mainte-
nance, monitoring and security. Findings showed that participants
preferred a supportive smart home over an executive, dominant
artefact. The masculine role of the assistant created resistance and
aversion, specifically when Rain acted upon its own values that
reflect toxic masculinity. Findings showed that participants felt
uncomfortable when Rain would make decisions on their behalf.
One participant indicated that when Rain made financial decisions
that “these are things I like doing, then I asked myself: what am I
still doing here?”, regarding her loss of autonomy. Between the four
participants, the preferred set boundaries for such a system vastly
differed, although they appeared to be most protective about data
that they deemed personal. Control over finances, such as repaying
a friend for a dinner or switching to a different energy provider, was
considered a no-go by all participants. When Rain started speaking

7https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/23/technology/smart-home-devices-domestic-
abuse.html

Figure 3: Rain is a smart home assistant that becomes posses-
sive and controlling over time. Users can judge its potential
toxicity when it “reigns” over their lives.

in ‘us’ rather than ‘you’, participants became extremely uncom-
fortable, e.g.: “I thought that was really strange that Rain said ‘our
refrigerator’.” As soon as Rain was perceived to have an own opin-
ion and values which it was acting upon for ‘us’, aversion would
arise. One participant indicated that she was not “ready to let go of
control yet”.

3.1.3 Implications. The initial deployment of Rain shows that de-
sign fiction artefacts and experiences can evoke strong feelings that
can help us gain a deeper understanding of what it means to live in
a home with different agents, even if these are not directly interac-
tive. The situatedness and unfolding of the narrative over time gave
participants time and space to reflect on the experience, and their
personal values related to it. Rain also showed how CUIs can be
employed in creative ways to address complex issues such as toxic
masculinity. As such, CUIs can have a conducive role in stimulating
conversations with diverse stakeholders about challenging topics.

We discuss, by extension, how conversationswith futures through
imagined beings as CUIs could make complex issues more tangible.
Not only did the participants find it easier to relate to the situation,
but it also became easier for them to pinpoint exactly what about
the scenario they did and did not find desirable. Similar to ‘Our
Friends Electric’8, Rain was built with the intention to do “research
on, and [advocate] for, a healthier approach to the design of physical
products that use our voices to interact with the internet” [64, p. 3].
However, besides addressing the gender issues surrounding CUIs,
Rain was crafted to allow for speculation with the CUI, rather than
about it, by embedding it in existing everyday life. As such, par-
ticipants in our deployment became actors in the narrative, rather
than observers. At the same time, the artefact still offered room
for reflection, for it addressed the issues outside of the dominant,
commercial structure. Instead, it freely imagined a possible future
scenario, positing the question “is this a future worth wanting?”

8The video by Superflux (Anab Jain and Jon Ardern) can be found here:
https://superflux.in/index.php/work/friends-electric/. It was commissioned byMichelle
Thorne and Jon Rogers from Mozilla’s Open IoT Studio.
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Figure 4: Elementary school children during one of the CUI
PeerPlay activities. In a), they are improvising child-CUI
conversations about future children. One role plays as a CUI
and the other as a child from 2060. In b), a child is wearing a
do-it-yourself CUI costume. The images were photographs
(vectorized for anonymity) taken during co-design sessions.

4 IMAGINING FUTURE BEINGS
Imagining the “inner worlds” of fictional characters is a critical prac-
tice, which some people do every day. Fictional and even absurd
scenarios can bring forth alternative realities when contextualiz-
ing the lives of imagined beings [10]. To help humans to change
issues in the present, we argue that imagined conversations with
future selves, future children, or non-human species can push the
boundaries of what we can and should do in the 21st century — and
beyond. In this, we support open-mindedness on multivocality and
interpretations therein [66], since various future beings can have
different perspectives on the same phenomenon, such as the climate
crisis. Moreover, one’s values can change across different periods
in one’s life, considering that one’s identity as a teenager may be
very different than one’s identity at an older age [58]. Moreover,
the stakes might be different for those who are young now, as they
are more likely to prosper in a sustainable world, compared to older
people who might, quite frankly, not care as much. Conversational
interactions can portray a plurality of views of future selves and
others, juxtaposing different temporal dimensions.

As a particular group of interest, today’s children are shaped by
the use of CUIs. However, these interactions could also help to shape
the future of CUIs – of what can be, which can, in turn, broaden
children’s minds on their futures. This is explored by PeerPlay.

4.1 Exploration: Co-designing conversations
with and for children through CUI
PeerPlay

Children are surrounded by technology that evolves with them
[88], in particular conversational technology [49]. When interact-
ing with interactive and autonomous technology, children tend to
blur the boundaries between animate and inanimate more than
adults do, attributing agency to interactive toys, robots, and CUIs
[3]. Literature shows that playing with the concept of agency is a

child’s way to make sense of agents’ behavior, humans and non-
humans alike, in developing others’ Theory of Mind [2, 3, 33, 45]. In
so doing, children tend to attribute psychological states and reason-
ing to anything that appears self-controlled to them. By engaging
in the pretense that an agent is alive and interacting with them,
children develop, train, and make sense of their understanding of
agency, parsing an agent’s interaction in a social context. There-
fore, conversing through and with CUIs about the future could
surface children’s tacit knowledge of the agency of a CUI, stimulate
sense-making and wishes about future technologies [88], thereby
supporting co-design these technologies [85]. CUIs could help chil-
dren to make sense of a world that they will shape, by allowing
them to play with the perceived agency of CUIs.

CUIs are appealing to curious children who like to ask questions
about how the world is or could be [41]. Especially young children
(4 to 6 years old) who cannot type yet find CUIs attractive: they can
easily find information by asking a CUI, or retrieve their favorite
music or videos [49]. The way CUIs shape family and parental
dynamics has been explored [8]. CUIs thus bring complexity to
child-parent interaction with technology. On one hand, CUIs could
intensify parenting control on the other hand they could democra-
tize children’s access to technology. Hence, differently from Rain,
CUIs might balance the access and use between dominant and non-
dominant family members. At the same time, children’s tendency
to imbue CUIs with human-like qualities generates apprehension,
considering their potential to influence children’s behavior [65].
Since CUIs are often not designed with the social context of children
in mind [9], there are increasing concerns about CUI design. From
a technical standpoint, CUIs have a hard time parsing children’s
speech [35]. From a content standpoint, the information given by
CUIs is often overwhelming and developmentally (or morally) in-
appropriate [22]. The normative assumptions and norm-enforcing
behaviors of CUIs might negatively affect the way “little humans
in development” perceive and interact with the world.

Inevitably, the conversational technology accessed by children
will affect their future [81]. CUIs will influence the type of conver-
sations children will have, the way children address other people,
their views of the world, the knowledge they have about the world,
their social norms [65]. Thus, conversational technology will not only
impact their current self but also their future adult-self. However,
what if instead of being shaped by CUIs that are designed by adults,
children would shape their future and that of CUIs through conver-
sations? How could CUIs be turned into ‘DIY’, ‘bottom-up’ critical
technology shaped by children, in order to nurture children’s re-
flections about futures?

4.1.1 Approach. To turn CUIs into a vessel of future-focused con-
versations for children, we explored critical and co-design inspired
methods attuned to children’s development.We adapted a co-design
method developed in the child-robot interaction field: PeerPlay, Per-
spective Taking in Embodied Role-Play [87, 89]. This method was de-
veloped by Zaga et al. [87] to co-generate nonverbal robot behavior
and co-reflect about a robot’s agency. Role-playing and perspective-
taking are prioritized in the method; both are central for children’s
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understanding of agency. The method combined embodied role-
play, i.e., bodystorming and puttering, and perspective-taking ac-
tivities to support’s children in expressing their tacit knowledge
about a robot’s behavior.

For CUIs, we used the elements of embodied role-play and pre-
tense. Nevertheless, we shifted the focus from reflective co-design
to critical co-design activities, namely co-designing speculative
diegetic, i.e., narrative, conversations with children. The resulting
method was meant to co-design future-oriented conversations with
and for children who are 9-13 years old (see Figure 4).

4.1.2 Insights. CUI PeerPlay consisted of three stages with chil-
dren to stimulate conversational diegesis and perspective-taking
about future scenarios. First, we practiced conversational impro-
visation to step into the shoes of a CUI and future children. This
enabled children to generate narratives and to take a first-person
perspective. Children were offered props such as cards and cos-
tumes to be in character. Cards listed various conversation topics,
e.g., civil rights, environmental issues, social interactions with tech-
nology, explained in accessible ways. Subsequently, we facilitated
children’s perspective-taking; children asked each other questions
about their intentions, emotions, and the goals of the characters
they improvised conversations for. In doing so, children stepped
out of character at the “meta-level" to reflect on the generated nar-
ratives. The activity was meant to juxtapose the present and future
narratives. Finally, children reflected in a group about how their
present was affected by the future scenarios they explored.

We ran a design exploration in a more significant co-design
workshop event, testing PeerPlay in child-robot interaction. In the
CUI PeerPlay pilot, we tried the method with two dyads of children
(9 to 13 years old), who generated narratives to explore how CUI-
mediated conversations could affect children’s future. After a brief
familiarization with the concept of CUI and the researcher, children
played in dyads. A child either played the role of an imaginative
CUI or a child from 2060, going through the three stages in around
forty minutes: conversational improvisation, perspective tacking,
plenary reflection. As a topic prompt for the CUI, each child took
turns in receiving one card that described the social interaction with
technology. For example, we provided a card that described how a
CUI influenced children to be nasty by not sharing objects or a CUI
that supported children in daily domestic chores by sharing objects
to tidy up. The child interpreting the future child would receive a
future child card, which explained that they should improvise how
a future child would discuss domestic chores like tidying up with a
CUI. We intentionally focused on familiar and credible scenarios,
to stay in the realm of probable futures [23]. The children did not
show the prompt card to the other child in the dyad.

After the conversational improvisation, the children asked each
other three questions: What was the goal of the CUI/future child?
What was the intention of the CUI/future child? How is the future
child feeling in the situation? In the plenary reflection, we discussed
how easy or difficult it was to step into the shoes of a CUI or a future
child. We observed the children’s activities and took notes of the
children’s speculative conversations and reflections. We transcribed
them and thematically analyzed children’s reflections.

4.1.3 Implications. We describe several insights of this exploration
that would help us to develop CUI PeerPlay further. For one, it

shows that embodied diegesis, i.e., storytelling, narrative abilities,
and children’s tendency to blur the boundaries between inanimate
and animate could be responsibly leveraged as a vessel of future-
oriented conversations.

The diegetic features of CUIs can turn them into creative tools to
enable children’s pretense and reflection on a CUIs agency. Pretend
play is a potent activity that supports children’s development of
Theory of Mind, which is necessary to expand their social capacities
and design futures. Children are naturally inclined to build stories
and characters during pretend play, which was shown in our CUI
PeerPlay exploration. Through pretense, children make sense of
the world and imagine what it could be [40], elaborating on the
brief scenarios in imaginative ways. Children anthropomorphized
the CUI, attributing agency and personality. For example, a child
playing the nasty CUI elaborated on how it is a deliberate agent,
which is part of nature: “Hi, future child. You know, I am part of
nature now, I live in this house, and I decide on things, like when you
have to do homework, and when you can get stuff. Now, I will not
tell where they are” (Participant 4). Another child (Participant 1)
playing the CUI supporting in the domestic chores imbues it with
benevolent language and positive characteristics, but does not fully
anthropomorphize the CUI: ‘Hello, I am a nice speaker. I know where
the things you need are, and I will tell you where to go. I know I am
just a speaker, so I cannot do much more than that. Do you want to
some help?’

When interpreting the future child, children often jump from the
present to the future perspective, because they find it challenging to
embody an imaginary child. One example of jumping the timeline
is the following: ‘Hey, hi speaker. Children before me did not speak
with speakers, but now the things in the house speak. I am a future
child, I want to know about you. Why do you speak now and not
before? What do you do? Would you like to help me, tidy up?’ Hence,
through the embodied role-play activity in CUI PeerPlay, children
draw and enact fictional scenarios, sketching-out characters and
reflecting on timelines.

Through the pilot, we observe that children tend to blur the
boundaries between inanimate and animate more than adults [3].
This could be responsibly leveraged with CUIs to surface a child’s
tacit hopes about the future. In the children’s reflections, they share
how both a child’s and a CUI’s agency and CUI are intertwined.
Children quickly turn any agent into a creature, an entity with
intentions, minds, feelings, and personality, and relate to it as if it is
alive — even when acknowledging that CUIs are not living artefacts.
Nonetheless, they engage in a co-pretense of their human-likeness
because they are autonomous and “speak like us" (Participant 4).
Even though we are aware that children’s tendency to play with
“illusion of life" could be negatively deceptive [22], we believe the
pretense scenario of “make-believe" offers perspective-taking dy-
namics — to play is to “suspend disbelief".

We have identified three themes from children’s perspective-
taking reflections: pro-sociality of agents, CUI as a social character,
future children as narrators. Perspective-taking means to make
sense of other people’s behavior, to predict what people may do
or say next, and to think about one’s social behavior and adjust-
ing it accordingly. During pretend play, children also need to in-
terpret each other’s pretense: a child must also read through the
pretender’s actions to his or her intentions, thus taking another
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person’s perspective and making sense of the pretended interaction
[40]. Perspective-taking enables a renewed understanding of each
other’s agency.

The children in our exploration framed the intention of the
CUI as pro-social, even when they were asked to image a nasty
CUI. They described the imaginary CUIs as willing to help, as well
as pleasant and attentive. Children created a social character to
whom they attributed social qualities, e.g., friendliness, helpfulness,
and personality traits, e.g., “being chatty”. Conversely, they saw
future children as narrators, rather than full actors in the scenario,
describing their main goals to document their talkative speakers’
experience. While considering future children as a narrator, our
participants reflected on the balance between CUI autonomy and
control of the future children in the situation: ‘The speaker should
not tell future children what to do at home. Maybe they should work
together to sort things out? That is what I think the future child might
say’ (Participant 3).

Although these insights are promising, the pilot has notable
limitations. Further developments of CUI PeerPlay might consider
facilitating future children’s diegesis by providing more detailed
cards to the children. We anticipate that the scenario given to chil-
dren might have affected children’s sense-making and reflective
activities. We hence need to try out CUI PeerPlay in a battery of
scenarios and with children coming from various cultural back-
grounds. Nonetheless, conversations with CUIs can help to make
sense of the world through narrative sense-making and interactive,
ludic conversations. In turn, using CUIs as a critical probe could
enable children’s speculative exploration of desirable futures, as
well as their critical participation in the CUI development.

We have covered whose voices we should include in developing
conversational futures, i.e., children. For our next exploration, we
turn to an essential topic that is part of conversations across all
ages: The climate crisis. This global challenge arguably requires us
to look beyond an anthropocentric perspective.

5 STRUCTURAL CHANGES BEYOND
ANTHROPOCENTRISM

We are amidst an urgent climate change [67]. A 2◦C increase in
temperature will trigger an increase of 10 cm sea level by 2100,
resulting in the ice-free North Pole, disappearing coral reefs, and
putting millions of people at risk by 2050 [4]. “The climate crisis
is a health crisis,” which now kills 7 million people annually [56].
This global issue will have a profound impact on both our near
and far future. Despite its urgency, climate change is difficult to
address, for it does not necessarily have a short-term impact on
many living stakeholders. Even reducing the temperature rise to
1.5◦C will require “unprecedented changes” in the coming 10 years
for humankind [48].

For prevention, all stakeholders in society should engage in
micro and macro initiatives of mitigation or radical change [48].
Humans need to be convinced that their current actions impact
not only their own well-being and way of living, but also that of
future generations [80]. In other words, we need help to grasp
the complexity of a sustainable future – and what actions need
to be taken to achieve that. HCI research to date has focused on
raising awareness, e.g., through feedback in home energy systems

Figure 5: 3D printed art named Mazzo di Fiori (bouquet) by
Joshua Harker© (image from www.joshharker.com).

[21] or personalized recommender algorithms that suggest what
energy-saving measures to take [71, 72].

Nonetheless, a different approach could help. We can proac-
tively account for views of multispecies. Going beyond human-
centeredness in designing for and with other species has been a
topic of investigation [46]. Going forward, we believe that future
issues can become more salient for individuals if CUIs represent
future beings we can care for. For instance, caring for another be-
ing and caring for oneself is mutually beneficial and intertwined
behavior; even if one cares for a chatbot, one’s self-compassion can
increase [39]. Could we better care for future beings, like we would
care for ourselves, if their voices are housed in currently existing
technologies?What can our present selves learn from conversations
with the future?

5.1 Exploration: “Reflowering self" as a
conversation between one’s present and
future selves

In the following example, we explore how CUI could help to miti-
gate environmental issues through a design fiction lens. We show
how a fictional conversation could help to raise awareness about a
topic. It forms an addition to prior research that suggests how HCI
interventions can “nudge" us towards ethical self-development with
robots [36] or how to adopt prosocial behaviors, such as through a
personalized recommender system for household energy conser-
vation [72]. However, achieving true behavioral change is difficult
for most adults: most of the employed technology and algorithms
reinforce current habits and mimic the behavior of others [25, 71].
Hence, it is argued that we need a new breed of virtues that can be
potentially developed through technology [79]. To achieve this, our
impact on the environment should be made more tangible for us to
want to develop virtuous actions we have not considered before. To
support this ‘want’, the conversation described below, which could
be triggered by CUIs, discusses several relevant topics on personal
identity, future species, burial practices, and food consumption
choices.

5.1.1 Approach. Taking inspiration from artist Jae Rhim Lee’s
“green burial” initiative with specialized mushrooms, we present a
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design fiction conversation that features a present self that talks to
a set of future flowers, which grow from one’s buried body. Human
bodies accumulate toxic waste and after we die, our “return” to na-
ture can thus be harmful. To combat this, a mushroom suit is said to
decompose one’s body safely by removing or neutralizing toxicity.9
Hence, the conversation combines the topics of self-identity and
climate change.

For feasibility, the character “Flo” in the conversation below
represents a set of 3D printed flowers (Figure 5), which are added to
smart speakers. They are analogous to the Alias technology, which
is a 3D printable “parasite” (depicted in Figure 6) that can be added
on top of a smart speaker to create a “hacked” CUI, This can stop
smart speakers from listening in on conversations when they are
not in use. In addition, Alias can help people to rename their smart
speakers without losing their functionality, allowing users to utter
custom “wake words” or sounds instead of default names, such as
“Hey, Alexa”. For our exploration, we imagine that 3D-printable
and customizable flowers would be added to smart speakers; these
flowers can talk to present-day people about how and why they
grow from human bodies. As discussed above, design fiction and
speculative design are approaches that could help to shape how
interactions with CUIs can be designed. A fictional conversation
for this exploration is below (as written by the first author):

Reflowering self
Me: But I want to be incinerated.
Flo: You mean cremated.
Me: Yeah. Burnt crisp.
Flo: That wasn’t allowed, remember?
Me: I am not sure why?
Flo: Your body was too toxic.
Me: I’m organic.
Flo: Organically toxic, yes.
Me: That doesn’t make sense.
Flo: So, you consumed too much artificial preservatives that

interact with micro-plastic you have ingested all throughout your
life.

Me: I still don’t get this. And I am pretty sure I never ate plastic.
Flo: As a pescetarian, you over-consumed sea creatures filled

with tiny pieces of plastic.
Me: Even if you were right, how could that react to artificial

preservatives?

9Infinity Mushroom suit: https://coeio.com/.

Figure 6:Alias, by BjørnKarmann and Tore Knudsen (image
from www.bjoernkarmann.dk).

Flo: Novel preservatives were added to corn-based products that
you enjoyed buying. Think: fish tacos. Starting in 2026, modified
Butylated Hydroxyanisole was put in...

Me: [Cuts off] That’s too hard to understand.
Flo: It extends the shelf life of a lot of food, from butter to chips.

And I guess for you, it extends the life span of plastic so they even
take longer to decompose.

Me: I am not sure if what you are saying is entirely correct, but I
know that plastic takes really long to decompose.

Flo: Correct, and in your body, it would take around 2,000 years.
Me: [Pause] It’s not like I knowingly consumed toxic stuff.
Flo: We will take care of your decomposition, do not worry.
Me: I’m not worried. Perhaps curious and disgusted? I somehow

do feel irresponsible... But who are you then?
Flo: We are you, just modified, “reincarnated” if you will. We

blossom by feeding on your body while safely dissolving your
plastic and other chemicals.

Me: Hold on, it is not “my” plastic.
Flo: We meant plastic in your body. Isn’t your body a represen-

tation of you? We are you in a way.
Me: But the stuff in my body is not who I am.
Flo: Well, if you don’t mind, we like being a continuation of you.

It’s all we have as our past.
Me: Sure, but don’t identify me with plastic, please.
Flo: What do you identify as then?
Me: You meanWHO I identify as.
Flo: Sure, means the same for us.
Me: I’m not a flower.
Flo: There you are not, but here in the future you are many

flowers.
Me: Then that’s not me. But OK, I get the creepy idea that you

are blossoming from of my corpse.
Flo: Yes, without all the toxic junk— just the good parts.
Me: Thank you. Or, according to your logic, I should thank me.
Flo: We are welcome.
Me: We will consider a burial, no burning. Hard to give up fish

though.
Flo: Every thought counts. Talk later. Got roots to put down,

petals to print.
Me: We bid you farewell?
Flo: May our blossoming be with you!
Me: Obviously, that was the next guess... Bye!

5.1.2 Insights. We explored a different use case for CUIs, as a
starting point to challenge our habits. As Reflowering Self suggests,
we can trigger people’s critical reflection towards behavioral change
by directly involving one’s present and future selves. Flo is foremost
sharing “our” side of the story in its version of the future, i.e.,
‘sharing advice’ [70], rather than directly preaching to a person
about what to do. Its repeated use of “us”, “our”, “we”, i.e., as first-
person plural pronouns, takes on a tone of solidarity between our
present and future selves, as a message on how “we are in the
together”. The emphasis, again, is in juxtaposing different temporal
dimensions as an experience that CUIs can foster, which is what
prior research has not looked into. Such ludic experiences focus less
on sustainable behavior as a “to-do list”, cf. [72], but as reflective
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conversations in our everyday lives with CUIs. We believe that
a myriad of conversational topics and imaginative conversations
with CUIs yet to be designed can be our guides.

5.2 Implications
CUIs could elicit our considerations for voices that are not heard
in our current societal structure or help us realize ways to move
beyond the structure we have created. For instance, CUIs can house
voices of novel species or people who are yet to be born, fictional or
not. The point is in considering who has and who will have no say
in our current decision-making and behavior. This is unfortunate
since humans tend to discount the future in both ego-centered and
pro-social decision-making [34, 80]. We do not presume here that
we know what future beings will want, on the contrary. However,
we believe that envisioning their perspectives can help us to be
less “human-centered” or “now-centered”, and prior HCI research
has advocated such multi-lifespan approaches [86]. Hence, in the
context of the climate crisis as an example, developing CUIs and
other conversational agents that illuminate future consequences of
our decisions could help raise awareness. By doing so, our actions
of the present become tangible “what if” scenarios in our near and
far futures.

6 REFLECTION
In the following, we offer reflections and criticisms on our approach.
First, we discuss the notion of conversational futures itself. Second,
we reflect on the presented explorations. This paper started with
a quote by Spivak who asked, “with what voice-consciousness can
the subaltern speak?" In our context, we prioritized ways to explore
voice-consciousness through and with CUIs as design fiction or spec-
ulative probes. This then aligned with whose voice we should be
evoking when we frame the subaltern as voices we may exclude in
the present and futures to come.

A criticism is on whether we truly and appropriately applied
a post-colonial critical lens to the depth that thinkers like Spivak
would warrant. Section 2 presented issues in conversational inter-
actions, such as sexism and shifting power dynamics. However,
we have not fully dissected presented issues in depth, particularly
not enough on framing technology’s perpetual ruling over (and
making of) “colonized voices" as a political, moral problem [20, 31].
The messiness we have to account for is that when the colonized
and colonizers become non-binary distinctions, whose voices are
heard or unheard become unclear boundaries, drawn through and
by technologies like commercial CUIs [50].

Any technology’s development can enable some while disabling
others. For instance, voice-based interactions can benefit the blind
[1], but exclude those who stammer [14]. We briefly covered issues
in conversational interactions as a point of departure — rather
than problematizing and envisioning solutions for individual issues
within the structure of how commercial CUIs are currently designed.
Nonetheless, the structure itself (like techno-hegemony [37]) can
be what we shift away from.

Dominant structures are difficult to outgrow. A shift away from
one structure is often a step towards another. We thus heavily
leaned on methodologies, i.e., design fiction and speculative design
[23, 73], which have become more common in HCI [7, 12, 26, 52].

In this vein, we provided concrete examples. Rain as a critical CUI
probe allowed people to assess the notion of control; technology’s
paternalistic control over human lives means toxic masculinity can
be “built-in" to technologies that aremeant to support us but possess
our routines instead. Such interventions are possible and available
currently, and we wanted to extend this practice by juxtaposing
different temporal dimensions via CUIs as present-day vessels for
future voices.

We have deliberated on how the voices of present-day children
can be better incorporated through PeerPlay. Our exploration used
it as amethod for children to practice perspective-takingwith future
children, allowing them to nurture their own views and hopes for
futures to come, but also for them to take a bigger part in how
CUIs should be designed. We have highlighted that conversational
technologies that arematuring alongwith themwill not only impact
their current selves but also their future adult selves. We have lastly
focused on the topic of the climate crisis as something that can
become more tangible through a conversation between a present
self and a future self, i.e., how one “reflowers”. Giving a voice to
sustainability [5] can potentially be more effective when adding
imagined future voices as direct stakeholders of our actions. Rather
than direct “nudges", e.g., “turn off all your lights” [72], we explored
whether people can be moved by narratives of imagined others or
selves, even as voices of flowers that fictionally bloom from one’s
body.

Yet, howmethodologies can critically shift our perspectives long-
term is a work in practice; holistic understanding, in the end, cannot
be without a reference to dominant structures [6]. There are many
dominant structures of today that we could not help but reference,
be they commercial CUIs as dominant, politicized technologies,
critical design methodologies that often criticize, but do not mo-
tivate lasting behavioral change, or the politics of climate crisis
and sustainability that are more complex and multi-faceted than
we gave room for here. What we have attempted is to illustrate
that CUIs, in any “body” (or lack thereof), can voice conversational
futures as emancipation away from what is to what can be.

With this, we raise our last objection: Sometimes emancipation
cannot see its own dominance [47]. Even if CUIs become more
“bottom-up” intervention probes with conversations with any imag-
inable being or thing, somehow we are prone to imagining futures
in which humans still live. At least in our experience, decentering
our present for futures to come still includes humanity in some
shape or form. “Being human” can even include new species of flow-
ers that safely consume us, but as much as our optimism brought
us here (optimism shared by others [50]), we must also include
futures in which humans do not exist, not even as a continuation or
reincarnation as hyper-intelligent, inorganic beings. The emancipa-
tion beyond our current humanity, including the norms of current
technologies, requires greater self-critical vulnerability in order to
explore how futures worth wanting may or may not include us. In
decentering commercial CUIs and our present selves via exploratory
methods, we see the need to distinguish between the dominated
voiceless and willfully voiceless. For us to truly hear many futures,
we may need to choose to be voiceless, or more accurately, be active
listeners without futures to call or own.
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7 CONCLUSION
Our vision for CUIs as probes for speculating with goes beyond CUIs
as objects we can speculate about. Thus, we first outlined arguments
against the current normative approach to CUIs that restrictively
allow for request-response interactions while showing negative
tendencies like sexism and digital colonialism. To support these
claims, we have discussed that current CUIs set unidimensional
norms for individuals, such as by dictating eating habits, as well
as for collectives, such as speakers of underrepresented languages.
CUIs of today are also ill-suited for a fair representation of power
dynamics in multi-party settings, such as between family members.

Concrete actions can be taken to mitigate these issues within
current dominant utilitarian designs of CUIs, i.e., request-response
interactions, such as by improving speech recognition for regional
dialects. However, more drastically, we believe in overturning the
given commercial structure to emancipate CUIs towards “what can
be" thinking. With exploration, we have proposed design fiction
and speculative design as approaches to imagining and creating
CUIs that embody a plurality of voices, including those of future
beings as our guiding “oracles" (Fig. 2). This may help CUIs to
shift away from now-centeredness and human-centeredness and
towards future-focused and more-than-human perspectives [82].

Through CUI PeerPlay, we have emphasized the merits of in-
corporating children’s perspectives on futures. Designing CUIs
“bottom up" with children would be pertinent, for today’s children
represent our most immediate futures. Additionally, different fic-
tional views of future selves, as in the Reflowering Self exploration,
can aid critical reflections on complex issues through conversations
in our present. This allows for narrative-driven, micro-level inter-
actions to blur our present and future selves to address macro-level
issues, which is an under-examined approach to behavioral inter-
ventions. Hence, we have drawn special attention to the climate
crisis as a particularly challenging topic to come to grips with, let
alone act on, by exploring conversational futures with CUIs.

To summate, we have explored why we should consider de-
signing outside the dominant “big tech" norms and structures for
conversational interactions. This is a process that critical design
can help with; bolder methodological and conceptual explorations
would be welcome for emancipating conversational interactions
of the present. We hope that envisioning conversations with and
through CUIs can more tangibly bridge the gap between present
and future voices in our everyday lives. In doing so, ‘temporality’
becomes a critical design space where our present meets our futures
worth wanting.
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